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We propose a novel approach for video classification that bases on the analysis of the temporal relationships between the basic
events in audiovisual documents. Starting from basic segmentation results, we define a new representation method that is called
Temporal Relation Matrix (TRM). Each document is then described by a set of TRMs, the analysis of which makes events of
a higher level stand out. This representation has been first designed to analyze any audiovisual document in order to find events that
may well characterize its content and its structure. The aim of this work is to use this representation to compute a similarity measure
between two documents. Approaches for audiovisual documents classification are presented and discussed. Experimentations are
done on a set of 242 video documents and the results show the efficiency of our proposals.

1. Introduction

Motivated by the fact that large scale document indexing
cannot be handled by human operators, researches tend to
use high-level automatic indexing with the recent existing
huge masses of digital data. Several automatic tools are based
on low-level feature extraction. For audiovisual documents,
low-level features can be the result of audio, image or video
processing. However, finding the discriminating character-
istics is still a challenging issue, especially if one wants to
keep the detection of the basic events reliable and robust
enough. Another challenge is to detect events of a sufficiently
high semantic level and to produce indexes that are highly
relevant according to the document content and structure.
Such indexes will then allow requests such as, “I am looking
for an interview of Mister X by Miss Y about the movie Z” to
be in a high-level information retrieval task.

From an automatic indexing point of view, answering
these requests requires searching among the available audio-
visual documents in order to find the ones that contain such
events. This requirement results in two major objectives.
The first consists in proposing a method for automatically
standing out a document structure due to the different events

that are occurring in it. This leads to the second objective
which is to make automatic classification according to these
document structures.

To reach those goals, we first analyze the audiovisual doc-
ument content from a temporal and generic point of view.
For audiovisual documents, time is a central component, so
each document has a beginning, an end, and a length and
contains different events. In its turn, each event has also
a beginning, an end, and a length. However, the detection
of these events depends on what the underlying definition
of an event is and also on the granularity of the events
themselves. Generally, results of automatic analysis of the
audio/video components indicate when a specific feature has
been detected. Thus, whatever the media is and whatever
its basic characteristics are, we already have temporal basic
events that can be described by elementary descriptors.
Combining these temporal events can be a way to detect
more relevant events and to improve the semantic level
of the document content analysis. The generic side of
our approach lies in the fact that we are trying to be
independent from any prior knowledge about the document
type (sports, news, movie. . .), its production rules (how it
is structured), or the specific events it may contain. Even
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if some tools are extracting basic events from a single
medium (image [1], video [2], or audio [3]), most of the
approaches are recently focusing on the combination of basic
events (color, shape, activity rate, texture. . .) extracted from
several mediums. Even though some of them are based on
multimodal extraction [4], they remain limited by the fact
that they are looking for well-defined semantic classes of
events (goal, play, and break phases in sports games, reports
in news programs) in a specific type of document (sports,
news programs. . .) or a specific content (soccer, baseball,
football, . . .). Some efforts have been made to generalize
event detection techniques but they are still bound to a
specific domain like sports [5]. In its turn, our approach can
be also considered a generic characteristic as it is based on
the temporal analysis of document content without being
constrained by the video type, its structure, or the containing
events.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we give a short summary concerning the basic principles of
our approach, and we show what kind of events can stand
out from document content. Then, in Section 3 we explain
how we define a similarity measure which will be the basis of
our two document classification methods. We also describe
and discuss the results of our experiments on document
classification before concluding and presenting some work
perspectives in Section 4.

2. Temporal Relationship Analysis

Temporal representation has been already addressed by some
of the existing works [6–9]. These approaches aim at defining
basic units and to express temporal relationship between
them. The existing models depend on the type of the
temporal unit used (point or interval) and the temporal con-
straints taken into account (qualitative, quantitative). In the
qualitative models, the interest is to observe the nature of the
relations. For example, the relation “I before J” is a qualitative
temporal relation. On the other hand, the quantitative ones
focus on numerical features such as the distance between the
start of J and the end of I.

The temporal models of the literature are point-based
[10–12], interval-based [13–16], or the mixture of the two
[17–20].

In [21], Allen has proposed the well-known model that
describes the relationships between intervals by means of
thirteen relationships. This approach is more generic than
others but we still want to be more generic and to take
into account any relation between events whatever the events
may be (points, intervals, or the two) without losing the
quantitative information. The first step of our method
consists in analyzing a document content by studying the
temporal relations between the events that it may contain,
basing on the parametric representation of these relations as
it is explained in the next paragraph.

2.1. Parametric Representation of Temporal Relations. In
a previous paper [22], we have presented all the basic
principles of the parametric representation of temporal

relations which is the core of our work. Here we present the
main points of this representation.

As an input, we use a set of N elementary segmentations
made on a same document. Such segmentations are defined
as a set of temporally disjointed segments, where each
segment is a temporal interval. Each temporal interval rep-
resents the occurrence of a specific type of event. Each event
indicates the presence of a specific low-level or mid-level
feature in the document, such as speech, music, applauses,
speaker (from audio), and color, texture, activity rate, face
detection, costume (from video). These segmentations can
be done automatically or manually, and are represented as
follows. Any elementary segmentation Seg that contains M
segments is defined by: Seg = {Si}; i ∈ [1,M]. In its turn,
each segment Si is characterized by its two endpoints: its
beginning (Sib) and its end (Sie) and will be written: Si =
[Sib, Sie].

As it is proposed in [23], any temporal relation R
between two segments is defined by three parameters: the
distance between segments-ends (DE), the distance between
segments-beginnings (DB) and the gap between the two
segments (Lap). Let us consider (Seg1, Seg2) a pair of
elementary segmentations that contain (M1,M2) segments,
respectively. We compute the three parameters between all
the possible couples of segments (S1i, S2 j) ∈ Seg1 × Seg2;
i < j.

DE = S2 je − S1ie; DB = S1ib − S2 jb; Lap = S2 jb − S1ie.
(1)

More formally, R can be written:

S1iR
(
DE, DB, Lap

)
S2 j . (2)

Considering all the possibilities, we will have M1 × M2

temporal relations. However, if the two segments are too far
from each other, the temporal relation between them will
be less relevant. In other words, two events e1 and e2 may
probably be semantically related if they are not far away from
each other. To avoid considering all the possible temporal
relations between the events that are very far in distance
from each other, we limit the scope of our considered
temporal relations by introducing a threshold α for the
distance between any compared pair of segments. α is chosen
empirically basing on some observations that we have made
on some audiovisual documents, and then it is used to select
only the relations that verify the condition Lap < α. Next we
explain how we based on these first steps in order to compute
a Temporal Relation Matrix.

2.2. Temporal Relation Matrix (TRM). As we have seen, each
temporal relation is represented by a set of three parameters.
This set can be considered as the coordinates of a point
in a three-dimensional space, or as cell-indexes in a three-
dimensional matrix. The former representation allows us to
visualize all the observations made between two elementary
segmentations Seg1 and Seg2 in a graphical way, while the
latter can be used as a vote (co-occurrence) matrix, in which
the occurrence of each temporal relation will be counted.
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Each time the same values for the three parameters (DE, DB,
Lap) is observed, the value of the corresponding cell in the
matrix is incremented. This helps in calculating the temporal
relation frequency and to further study the TRM content.

Building such a matrix is not quite simple. Each ele-
mentary segmentation is based on the detection of a specific
feature in a given medium. Thus, a quantization step must
be done before computing the TRM because the audio
and video components do not possess the same temporal
units. Audio segments must be aligned on each point
corresponding to an image (the video lower unit). This step
is also interesting because it takes us from the real space
to the integer one in the parameter computation. However,
for a document with a set of N elementary segmentations,
the number of corresponding TRMs will be (N∗(N − 1))/2.
The first step of a TRM analysis is to study the number
of the observed temporal relations and their distribution in
the 3D space. This distribution is related to the nature of
the temporal relations to observe. If they are predefined like
the Allen’s ones (see Section 2), so the semantic of these
relations will introduce some constraints on the parameters
scope and significant subparts of the TRM can be identified.
For example, the (DE, DB, Lap) parameters of the “MEETS”
relation take values in (]0 + ∞], [−∞0[, {0}). On the other
hand, if these relations are completely unknown, we will
need an automatic method that can put forward the main
zones in which temporal relations are distributed. After this
step, we will be able to find if any relevant interpretation
can be deduced. The importance of the latter method is
that we base on the distribution of the point in the space
in order to induce the temporal relations. In other words,
we base on the quantitative information in order to obtain
the qualitative one. In contrast, we do not have any prior
semantic interpretation of the observed temporal relations.

2.3. Distribution of Temporal Relations. We are considering,
as an example, four of the thirteen Allen’s relations between
couple of temporal intervals (or segments): before, overlaps,
meets, and equals. Each relation defines a zone in which
observations will be located. Considering each temporal
relation as a point p having the coordinates (x, y, z) with
x = DE, y = DB, and z = Lap. We can see that the first and
the second zones are subparts of a 3D space, while the third
one is a plane space and the fourth zone is a half straight line.

BEFORE = {p = (x, y, z
)
, 0 < z ≤ α, y < −z, x > z

}
,

OVERLAPS = {p = (x, y, z
)
, z < 0, y < 0, x > 0

}
,

MEETS = {p = (x, y, z
)
, x > 0, y < 0, z = 0

}
,

EQUALS = {p = (x, y, z
)
, x = 0, y = 0, z < 0

}
.

(3)

The scope limit α has been taken into account when it has
been relevant. The graphical representation of the “MEETS”
and “OVERLAPS” relations are shown in Figure 1.

A temporal relation alone may not be significant. The
occurrence number of the temporal relations, inside of the
subpart of the TRM to which they belong, will be significant

and will determine if the associated class of temporal
relations is or is not relevant enough. Thus, once the different
subparts have been identified, a global occurrence number
is associated to each one. This number is the sum of all the
votes corresponding to the temporal relations belonging to
the subpart.

Our objective is to be as generic as possible and not to
limit ourselves to a set of predefined relations like Allen’s
ones. For this aim, we need to use an automatic classification
method to identify classes of relations. Then, each class
is represented by the occurrence number of the temporal
relations it contains.

2.4. Temporal Relation Matrix Classification. For data clas-
sification in the TRMs, we use the well-known K-means
method. On the other hand, the errors produced by the
segmentation tools affect the TRM calculation. We have
presented some experiments that mainly concern the way of
handling segmentation errors and studying their effects on
TRM calculation. In these experiments, the fuzzy C-means
method is used in the classification phase [24]. The main
problem of the former method is that the number of classes
(K) needs to be initially set. To make our approach more
generic, we have tried to automatically determine the optimal
number of classes for each TRM. So, we use a splitting
algorithm that is coupled with an information criterion
as the one of Rissanen type [25]. The main idea of this
algorithm is to apply the k-means several times with different
values for k and then to retain the value that gives the most
pertinent distribution.

Next, we explain some experimentation results that we
have already obtained by applying this classification method
[26]. In these experiments, we use a video document with
thirty-one minutes duration. This video is a TV-game in
which two teams, each with two players (speaker #2, speaker
#3) and (speaker #4, speaker #5), are playing. This program
contains three animators. Speaker #1 is the principal one
that animates the game while speaker #6 and speaker #7 are
secondary ones that present the audiences that participate to
the game and the lot of gifts to be won. One audience is also
appearing in the program (speaker #8).

Figures 2 and 3, respectively, represent two experiments
of two steps: (1) determining the optimal K number, and (2)
classifying TRMs. From an audio point of view, our TV-game
video contains eight elementary speaker segmentations that
have been manually extracted. While from a video point of
view, face segmentations have been automatically extracted
using the tool proposed in [27]. A TRM is computed for each
couple of speakers (speaker segmentations) which means a
total of twenty-eight TRMs for the speaker segmentations. α
threshold in its turn has been fixed to 10 seconds. The value
of 10 gave more significant results, due to the nature of the
document content as we will explain later. The maximum
value of the Rissanen criterion has determined the optimal
number of classes to 2, and the obtained results are shown in
Figure 2.

In Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, we can see the
graphical representation of the temporal relations computed
between the speaker #4 and the speaker #5 (speaker #2
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the MEETS (a) and OVERLAPS (b) relations.
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Figure 2: (a) Rissanen criterion value function of the class number for the TRMS(2,3), (b) Rissanen criterion value function of the class
number for the TRMS(4,5).

and speaker #3, resp.), on which the result of a 2-class
classification has been applied. The TRM in the Figure 3(b)
(TRMS(4,5), S means speaker segmentation) contains 450
votes (245 for class C1 and 205 for class C2) while the TRM
(TRMS(2,3)) in the Figure 3(a) contains 247 votes (123 for
class C1 and 124 for class C2).

Table 1 contains the distribution of votes between classes
in each TRM where we can notice the previously commented
results.

We then apply the same process on faces. Figures 4 and
5 represent two other examples for the face #4 and face #5
(face #2 and face #3, resp.). Figure 4 shows the optimal class
number decision (here it is 3 for the two TRMs), and Figure 5
shows the TRMs and the three-class classification results.

Table 2 shows the distribution of votes between classes in
each TRM. In this table, C3 is equal to zero when the optimal
number of clusters in the corresponding TRM is equal to two.

After applying these first analysis steps, the question that
may be asked is: “Are these classes of temporal relations
related to more semantic events than those initially used?”

2.5. TRM Content Analysis and Event Detection. Regarding
the set of TRMs and the occurrence (vote) numbers of their

classes, the question is now to determine if these numbers
are carrying any semantic information about the document
content. In this section, we give a glance about what this
semantic information may be, particularly, in the case of our
TV-game video.

The first note that we can make is that, in practice, an
empty TRM between two segmentations means no interac-
tion or relevance between them. For example, considering
the TRM computed between face and applauses segmenta-
tions. An empty TRM (or even low number of votes) means
that the applauses segments are not related to the appearance
of a face on the screen. In other words, the applauses
segments are completely independent from the appearance
of a face on the screen. On the other hand, having an
important number of votes between two segmentations
certainly indicates a specific event that relates them. Return-
ing to the previous example, the high number of votes
indicates that the applauses segments are related directly
to the appearance of the face on the screen. An additional
remark is that, a two-class classification with a quite balanced
number of occurrences between them may result in having
a kind of exchange between the two segmentations in use.
More specifically, considering our TV-game example, further
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Figure 3: (a) Graphical representation of the TRMS(2,3) and two-class classification results, (b) graphical representation of the TRMS(4,5) and
two-class classification results.
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Figure 4: (a) Rissanen criterion value function of the class number for the TRMF(2,3), (b) Rissanen criterion value function of the class
number for the TRMF(4,5).

investigations on number, duration, and exchanges alterna-
tion would give other clues on the nature of these exchanges
(interview, conversation, debate. . .). Moreover, in case of
having a segmentation with no empty TRM with any of
the other segmentations, this implies that this segmenta-
tion is interacting in a significant way, with each of the
other segmentations. This clue is not only interesting from
a semantic content point of view, but it also indicates the
specific role of this segmentation.

By mapping the previous semantic clues to our TV-game
video, several results can be obtained. First, we can notice the
high number of votes in TRMS(2,3) and TRMS(4,5). This is due
to the fact that in this TV game, these two couples of speakers
(2,3) and (4,5) correspond to two teams of players who are
playing together and this is why many exchanges between
players of each couple can be observed. On the other hand,
regarding the nature of the document, a player can take few
seconds to think about the answer he or she is going to give.
Within a scope threshold of only one second, many temporal

relations were missed. For this reason, we tend to raise the α
value to 10, which helps us to get more significant results.

Furthermore, by considering TRMS(2,4), TRMS(2,5),
TRMS(3,4), and TRMS(3,5), we can observe that they are
practically empty. That is because each player of a team has
no occasion to exchange words with any player in the other
team.

Moreover, in our example, speaker #1 has no empty
TRMs and this is logical as it is the animator which interacts
with all the other speakers.

More advanced analysis step is applied to retrieve more
semantic information about the content. The idea consists in
taking two temporal relations belonging to different classes
C1, C2, and looking for a third temporal relation that may be
the composition (composition operator) of the two previous
ones. For example, let C1 represent the event “the speaker
A is talking to the speaker B”, and the class C2 associated
to the event “speaker B is talking to speaker A”. A new class
of relations may be the result of the composition of C1
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Figure 5: (a) Graphical representation of the TRMF(2,3) and three-class classification results (C1, C2, C3), (b) graphical representation of the
TRMF(2,3) and three-class classification results (C1, C2, C3).

Table 1: Distribution of votes between classes in each TRM for speaker segmentations.

TRM C1 C2 TRM C1 C2 TRM C1 C2

TRMS(1,2) 65 60 TRMS(1,3) 49 49 TRMS(1,4) 84 71

TRMS(1,5) 106 97 TRMS(1,6) 6 5 TRMS(1,7) 89 79

TRMS(1,8) 3 5 TRMS(2,3) 123 124 TRMS(2,4) 4 7

TRMS(2,5) 6 6 TRMS(2,6) 0 0 TRMS(2,7) 6 7

TRMS(2,8) 0 0 TRMS(3,4) 6 5 TRMS(3,5) 10 5

TRMS(3,6) 0 0 TRMS(3,7) 7 4 TRMS(3,8) 0 0

TRMS(4,5) 245 205 TRMS(4,6) 4 8 TRMS(4,7) 15 19

TRMS(4,8) 0 0 TRMS(5,6) 0 0 TRMS(5,7) 39 26

TRMS(5,8) 0 0 TRMS(6,7) 1 0 TRMs(6,8) 0 3

TRMS(7,8) 4 3

and C2 (C1∧C2) which represents the event “A is talking to B
who is then talking to A”. Using such type of operations may
put forward more complex pattern. Several compositions
can be hierarchically performed to detect really consecutive
exchanges. By marking the beginning and the end of such
sequences with appropriate indexes or descriptors, parts
of the document content can be indexed as zones of oral
interactions involving two persons. This is not only highly
semantic information about the document content, but also
information about the document structure. Applying this
analysis step on the TV-game video, we have retrieved all
the consecutives exchanges (conversations) between speak-
ers. The longest exchanges were observed between the
couple (speaker#2, speaker#3) and (speaker#4, speaker#5)
[26, 28].

As a last example, to illustrate the structuring aspect,
we have introduced a new elementary segmentation of the
same document containing applause segments. All the TRM
between this new segmentation and each one of the speaker
segmentation has been computed and classified in two
classes. The composition operation is applied several times
and then has put forward exchange zones ended by applause.
These patterns correspond to the different game phases.
Considering the duration of this last segment (patterns),
short game phases can be differentiated from main phases of
the game. The detection of such events is really important
in terms of document structuring. We have applied our
approach on several video documents in order to detect

events and to identify their structures. The obtained results
are presented and explained in details in [26].

The video structuring approach is used in the scope
of a three-year ANR project started in 2008 (National
Research Agency project: EPAC) on Masses of Data-Ambient
Knowledge in which the involved task is the document
content analysis and structuring.

All the processes described above through these few
examples can help us to climb a new step in the semantic
analysis of audiovisual document content and to detect
more complex motives. Resulting from the aggregation of
more basic events, as illustrated in previous examples, these
motives are themselves clues about the temporal structure
of a document. Then, if an audiovisual document can be
described by its temporal structure, can it be compared to
another one on such structuring features? This leads us to
the second objective of our work, which is to make document
clustering on the basis of the documents temporal structure.

3. SimilarityMeasure Based on
the TRMRepresentation

The first step of the document clustering process is to define
a similarity measure thanks to which differences or resem-
blances between audiovisual documents might be evaluated.
This will then help to process large sets of documents by
sorting and clustering them according to their similarity.
Generally, similarity is expressed by means of a distance
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Table 2: Distribution of votes between classes in each TRM for face segmentations.

TRM C1 C2 C3 TRM C1 C2 C3 TRM C1 C2 C3

TRMF(1,2) 25 15 0 TRMF(1,3) 10 10 0 TRMF(1,4) 19 19 5

TRMF(1,5) 19 13 2 TRMF(1,6) 9 19 0 TRMF(1,7) 2 1 8

TRMF(1,8) 2 1 0 TRMF(2,3) 38 36 53 TRMF(2,4) 11 7 0

TRMF(2,5) 3 2 0 TRMF(2,6) 6 6 0 TRMF(2,7) 2 1 0

TRMF(2,8) 0 0 0 TRMF(3,4) 1 2 0 TRMF(3,5) 1 0 0

TRMF(3,6) 4 4 0 TRMF(3,7) 1 0 0 TRMF(3,8) 0 0 0

TRMF(4,5) 52 50 76 TRMF(4,6) 14 5 0 TRMF(4,7) 4 1 0

TRMF(4,8) 4 5 0 TRMF(5,6) 22 14 0 TRMF(5,7) 1 1 0

TRMF(5,8) 4 5 0 TRMF(6,7) 2 2 0 TRMF(6,8) 1 0 0

TRMF(7,8) 2 1 0

computed in a specific feature space (a metric space) [29].
The shorter this distance is, the higher the similarity, or the
lower the dissimilarity, between the compared objects will be.

Measuring document similarity is a question that has
already been addressed in different works. From the one
side, similarity depends on the kind of features that are used
to compute its value. On the other side, it depends on the
underlying task to which it is done.

From the kind of features point of view, they are drawn
from three modalities: text, audio, and video. Regardless of
the features used, some methods have defined the video
similarity as the ratio of similar images or subsequences
between two documents [30]. In such methods, similarity
is computed on multidimensional feature vectors extracted
from key-frames or video shots. Here, similarity measures
may be based on textual features (closed caption, transcript
of the dialog, . . .), visual features (color, texture, shape,
activity rate. . .), audio features (silence detection, speech,
music, . . .), or multimodal ones. In some works, the video
similarity bases on the extraction and characterization of
points of interest by local path descriptions using temporal
and spatial features for video copy detection [31]. While
in [32, 33], the similarity estimation rates are obtained
from chronological series and dynamic programming in
order to segment and structure video documents basing on
multimodal features. The proposed similarity methods in
[34–36] base on a priori models, while the similarity values
are computed without any previous knowledge to detect
repeated objects in the multimedia streams [37].

From another point of view, similarity measure can also
differ according to the kind of the underlying task to carry
out: document retrieval and classification (i.e., [30, 38–43]),
document segmentation and structuring (i.e., [37, 44–46]),
TV stream structuring (i.e., [47]), or document copy identi-
fication (i.e., [31, 48]). For example, Foote and cooper. [46]
define a similarity measure in order to compute a similarity
matrix using a set of well-chosen features. This similarity
matrix allows a visual representation of the structural
information of a video or audio signal. The structure of
the similarity matrix can be analyzed to find structure
boundaries. In contrast, the aim of the work proposed in
[39] is the video categorization. Each video is represented by

a multidimensional series of multimodal features. The videos
are then classified using the SVM classifier. The SVM
classifier is used also by Manson and Berrani. in [47] but
the aim of their work is different. During the TV stream
macrosegmentation process, a TV program may be split in
several parts. The aim of the work of Manson et al. is to
provide a method to fuse consecutive program segments
that belong to the same program. A set of visual features is
extracted from each pair of consecutive programs and then
used within an SVM classifier in order to decide if they
should be fused or not.

The literature is very rich in methods proposed for video
classification. The reader can refer to the survey of Brezeal
and cook. in [48] for more information about the features
and the video similarity approaches proposed or to the phds
of Haidar and Ibrahim [26, 49].

As it is explained in the previous section, the results
of our temporal analysis of audiovisual document content
are independent from the kind of features and the type
of documents (α value set to one for all documents).
Consequently, we aim at using the temporal relations to
compute similarity between audiovisual documents. Our
video similarity method differs from the existing ones in two
important points.

(1) Our method can be applied on any video type, and
we do not need to select specific pertinent features for
document clustering or using a weighting method.
We use the set of available features. In other words,
we do not base on any a priori knowledge about the
video content in order to select the set of the most
relevant features or to compute a weight for each of
them.

(2) The second point is related to the features used in
the classification process. Any video classification
(clustering, resp.) method should provide classes
(clusters, resp.) where each class (cluster, resp.)
should contain videos that share the same structure.
Thus, the features used for video classification should
represent information about the structure of the
document. To our knowledge, this axis is not well
addressed in the literature. Usually, the similarity
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between two documents A and B was defined as
a weighted sum of distances Di (i = 1, 2, · · ·N where
N = number of features used). Each distance Di is
computed between the feature Fi belonging to the
document A and the same feature Fi belonging to B.
In such a way, we do not consider, when computing
the distance, the temporal relations or interactions
that may present between the heterogeneous features
(Fi and Fj), which may hold useful information
about the documents structure. For example, given
the two documents A and B and the two features
F1 and F2 where F1 represents the appearance of
the newscaster on the screen, and F2 represents the
reports segments, the temporal relations presented
between F1 and F2 give structural information about
the document (news or not). Even though the
existing approaches tend to compute the distance
as the fusion of two distances D1 and D2, each
one is computed between the same features where
each feature belongs to one of the two documents.
By this way, the structure of the document that is
represented as the presence of some specific temporal
relations between F1 and F2 was not considered at all
because each feature is processed independently from
the others. In our case, the basic features that feed
into the similarity measure are the temporal relations
observed between heterogeneous segmentations of
the document. Consequently, our proposed measure
for video classification (clustering, resp.) is based on
features that may represent efficiently the structure of
video documents. The results presented later show
the efficiency of this video representation in the
classification process.

3.1. Distance between Two Documents. As it is explained in
Section 2, temporal relations are observed between segmen-
tations and represented by a set of TRMs. For each TRM,
a set of classes (classes of temporal relations) is identified and
then each class is represented by the number of its relations-
occurrences.

Let us consider a set Seg, of N segmentations that are
automatically or manually extracted from an audiovisual
document. This set can be defined as Seg = {Seg1,
Seg2, . . . , SegN}, where Segi is an audio segmentation
(speech, speakerX, applause. . .) or a video one (color,
texture. . .). In this case, M TRMs are computed per docu-
ment (M = N ∗ (N − 1)/2), and a document Di can be
described by the set of its TRMs, here called TRMSDi:

TRMSDi =
{

TRMDi
1, TRMDi

2, . . . , TRMDi
M

}
. (4)

Furthermore, a classification method is applied on each
TRMDi

j (TRM # j of the document Di with 1 ≤ j ≤ M).

Let NCDi
j be the number of classes (NC) in the TRMDi

j . The
number of classes may be different from TRM to another.

Whatever this number is, each TRMDi
j can be described by

a set of NCDi
j classes of temporal relations (CR),

TRMDi
j =

{
CRDi

j1, CRDi
j2, . . . , CRDi

jLi j

}

with Li j = NCDi
j .

(5)

Each class of relations CRDi
jk , (class of relations #k in

the TRMDi
j which contains NCDi

j classes with 1 ≤ k ≤
NCDi

j) has its own number of occurrences of temporal

relations NRDi
jk . Therefore, a TRM is represented by a set

of real values, where each value is equivalent to the number
of occurrences of a class. Mathematically, each TRM is
represented by a vector of real values. The size of this vector
equals to the number of classes in the TRM,

TRMDi
j ≈ NRSDi

j =
{

NRDi
j1, NRDi

j2, . . . , NRDi
jLi j

}

with Lij = NCDi
j .

(6)

An analogous method for classifying TRM is to discretize
the 3D space in a set of predefined subspaces. The subspaces
may correspond to predefined models such as the Allen’s
relations (refer to Section 2.3). They may be chosen ran-
domly (i.e., the number of subspaces and their limits), where
their number may also differ from TRM to another. As for
the classes, each sub-space in each TRM is represented by the
number of temporal relations contained in it.

Our aim is to find a way to compare two audiovisual
documents (A and B) based on the extracted information
from the last steps. Therefore, two levels of comparison have
to be applied as we explain later.

In a first level, The TRMs of the document A (TRMSDA)
are compared to those of B (TRMSDB). The results of
this level are then combined in the second level to obtain
an overall comparison. Two TRMs are compared if both
are built on the same couple of segmentations (TRMDA

j is

compared with TRMDB
j for each j). Comparing two TRMs

that have not been built on the same couple of segmentations
is nonsensical. In this paper, we compare the TRMA

j to

the TRMB
j only if both have the same number of classes

(NCDA
j = NCDB

j = NC j). In other words, two vectors are
compared if they have the same size. However, in order to
compare two TRMs that do not have the same number of
classes, different solutions have been proposed but not yet
tested: the first is to fix a priori a number of classes for each
TRM or one for all the TRMs. The second is to determine
the optimal number of classes on each TRM of one video and
then use these numbers for the same TRM (the TRMs built
on the same couple of segmentations) of the other videos.
The more advanced solution is to determine the optimal
number of classes for all the TRMs of all the videos and then
choose the majority number presenting in the same TRMs.

The TRMs classification leads us to consider each NRSD
(NRSDA

j or TRMDB
j ) as a vector. Two TRMs are compared

by computing a distance between the corresponding vectors
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(NRSDA
j and NRSDB

j ) or more precisely between the vec-
tors normalised by the document length (tA for document
A and tB for document B). Then the global distance d(A,B)
between the two documents A and B is computed as the sum
of the M normalized distances:

d(A,B) =
M∑

j=1

αj

⎡

⎣
NCj∑

k=1

βk

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

NRDA
jk

tA
−

NRDB
jk

tB

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

⎤

⎦. (7)

Using the two weight vectors α and β, we can give more
or less importance to certain features (TRMs and classes of
relation in the TRMs).

We make some new experiments on the set of audio-
visual video documents composed of several collections.
A collection here is a subset of documents belonging to
the same category. A category contains documents of the
same type (i.e., news, sports, documentary. . .). Some video
categories may also be composed of several subcategories.
For example, a sports collection may be subcategorized in
soccer, basketball, volleyball, and so forth. In our case, the
news collection contains several subcategories where each is
produced by a TV channel (France2, ABC, CNN. . .). The
subcategory will help us to show that our method is able
to put the subcategories that belong to the same category
in the same collection (i.e., the different subcategories of
news collection). However, the purpose of these experiments
is to figure out whether or not, the distance between
audiovisual documents gives relevant clues that help in
classifying documents and automatically organizing them
into categories.

3.2. Experiments on Distance between Documents. Two
hundred-forty-two audiovisual documents of different cate-
gories have been chosen to constitute our experimental video
corpus (VC). Details about the categories of documents, the
dataset they belong to, the subcategories in each dataset (if
any) and the number of documents in each subcategory are
given in Table 3 with the minimum, maximum, and average
documents duration (hh:mm:ss).

In Table 3, four of the twenty soccer sequences are
belonging to the same match, and the movie extracts are
coming from the same movie.

C = {7 different values for the dominant colour, 3 different
values for the mean of luminance, 4 different values for the
contrast, 3 different values for the activity rate, shot transition,
speech, music, noise, applause, laugh} is the set of 23 features
used as elementary segmentations (18 from the video
component and 5 from the audio).

This set of features represents the available segmentation
tools in our research team. Studies about the pertinence
and relevance of the used features for video classification
are beyond the scope of this paper. Our aim is to show
that basing on some available features (whatever they are
or their number), the observation of temporal relations that
may present between heterogeneous features may be very
useful to classify video documents basing on their structures.
Nevertheless, we should not ignore the impact of the features
used on the clustering process. This impact will be studied in
future works.
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Figure 6: Similarity matrix between documents.

For each document, 253 TRMs have been computed.
After TRMs computation, we calculate the distances between
each pair of documents where we set the weights α and β to
1. To simplify the video classification task, we have chosen,
in this paper, to use Allen’s discretization of the 3D space
to represent the temporal relation in spite of determining
the optimal number of clusters in each TRM, classifying the
votes, and then representing each cluster with the number of
votes it contains. More advanced works that base completely
on TRM-classification will be presented in our future works.

By this way, each TRM is represented by the number
of occurrences of the thirteen Allen’s relations. In other
words, each TRM is represented by a vector of thirteen
entries, where each entry corresponds to the number of
occurrences of one of the Allen’s relations. In order to get
a more normalized distance between TRMs, we have chosen
to transform the vector to a binary vector and discard the
video duration. As a consequence, each TRM will provide
the information whether or not Allen’s relations are present
in the video, and the proposed distance becomes

d(A,B) = 1
M
× 1

13

M∑

j=1

⎡

⎣
13∑

k=1

∣
∣
∣NRDA

jk −NRDB
jk

∣
∣
∣

⎤

⎦. (8)

We use this distance in different experiments in which
the purpose is to study how document set classification
(supervised and nonsupervised) could be handled according
to document temporal structure.

3.3. Documents Representation Using Similarity Matrix. A
similarity matrix is a data representation that allows us to
compare immediately and visually two documents or video
streams contents. In our experiment, each line and each
column of the similarity matrix SM are associated to one
document of the previously described corpus. The matrix
is a set of coefficients Cij , where each represents a distance
between two documents of our corpus,

SM =
{
Cij

Ci j
= d

(
Di,Dj

)
1 ≤ i ≤ Nb doc, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nb doc

}

.

(9)

In Figure 6, we can visualize the matrix built on the video
corpus VC and showing similarity between contiguous doc-
ument collections. On the axis are the numbers associated
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Table 3: Experimental corpus description.

Category: dataset Subcategory Number
Duration

Mean Min Max

TV news: TREC2003
ABC 49 00:34:20 00:32:50 00:35:50

CNN 49 00:34:20 00:32:00 00:37:20

TV news: TREC2004
ABC 6 00:34:00 00:33:50 00:34:10

CNN 6 00:34:40 00:34:10 00:35:55

TV news: TREC2005

CCTV 9 00:53:50 00:34:00 01:10:00

CNN 7 00:54:30 00:34:00 01:10:00

LBC 8 00:54:40 00:30:00 01:10:00

NBC 7 00:33:00 00:28:40 00:34:00

MSNBC 6 00:34:00 00:34:00 00:34:00

NTDTV 4 00:34:00 00:34:00 00:34:00

TV news: Argos France2 17 00:39:40 00:24:40 00:44:40

Sports Soccer 20 01:26:10 00:25:00 02:45:00

Documentary Documentary 21 00:29:10 00:14:00 01:05:10

TV series Stargate 24 00:42:18 00:39:55 0042:20

French TV games Les amours 5 00:31:55 00:30:30 00:36:00

Movie extracts Matrix 4 00:31:20 00:24:00 00:38:30

Total duration 242 6 d:6 h:4 m:27 s

to each document of each collection or subtype: ABC 2003
from 1 to 49; CNN 2003 from 50 to 98; ABC 2004 from 99
to 104; CNN 2004 from 105 to 110; CCTV 2005 from 111
to 119; CNN 2005 from 120 to 126; LBC 2005 from 127 to
134; NBC 2005 from 135 to 141; MSNBC 2005 from 142 to
147; NTDTV 2005 from 148 to 151; JT INA from 152 to 168;
soccer from 169 to 188; documentary film from 189 to 209;
TV series from 210 to 233; TV games from 234 to 238; matrix
movie extracts from 239 to 242.

The black or dark colors are the higher values of the
similarity measure computed between two documents (low
distance), while lower values appear in bright color. The
darkest color along the diagonal corresponds to similarity
values resulting from the comparison of a document with
itself (intersimilarity). It can be clearly seen that there are 3
dark blocks in the similarity matrix. These blocks correspond
to the news videos, the documentary films, and the Stargate
TV series. We can see also a block of videos which is
very dissimilar from the others and less dissimilar between
them. This set corresponds to soccer videos. Additionally,
we observe small blocks in the right bottom of the figure
which correspond to the TV game videos and the movie
extracts. This is the kind of observations that can be made
visually with a similarity matrix. Deeper analysis methods
are proposed in the literature to extract automatically clusters
from a similarity matrix. The automatic analysis of such
matrices is not studied in this work. It will make a part of
our future work.

3.4. Document Classification. Using the proposed distance
again, two types of experiments on the same set of doc-
uments are done. In the first type, we use the k-means
and the complete-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering
methods to cluster the video documents. In the second one,

a set of supervised methods are applied (SVM, random
forest, classification tree, KNN, C4.5, CN2, and naı̈ve Bayes).
Moreover, we propose our own supervised classification
method. The aim in this latter type is not to compare the dif-
ferent classification methods but to show that our proposed
method (supervised-classification one) provides results that
are very close to the well-known classifiers. On the other
hand, we also show how by using our structural-features
(the TRMs representation), we obtain good results whatever
the used classifier is. In the next section, we start with
the experiments based on the clustering (nonsupervised)
methods.

3.4.1. Unsupervised Classification. The hierarchical agglom-
erative and the k-means clustering methods are presented in
this section.

Document Clustering Using an Iterative and Hierarchical
Clustering Method. In this experiment, we have tested
the three well-known hierarchical agglomerative clustering
algorithms, the complete-link, the average-link, and the
minimum-link. We have adopted the complete-link algo-
rithm as it gave us the best results and it was the most adapted
one for separating video categories. For more information
about the clustering methods, reader can refer to the review
of Jain et al. [50] and Bishop [51]. The first step of the
hierarchical algorithm is to consider a number of clusters that
equals to the number of the documents. So, we start with 242
different clusters. Later on, in each step the algorithm merges
the two closest clusters. At the beginning of the process,
the two documents that are the most similar according
to our similarity measure are put together in the same
cluster. This method yields a dendrogram that represents the
nested grouping of patterns and similarity levels at which
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clusters change. In its turn, this dendrogram can be broken
at different levels to yield different clusters of the data. To
facilitate the comprehension, we use the word stage to refer
to the number of clusters. Stage k-means that we have cut
the dendrogram at the point that gives k clusters. We will not
comment on all the steps but the most significant ones. We
have 6 video categories, so the dendrogram is cut to get 6
clusters (stage 6) (Figure 7).

As shown in Figure 7, the algorithm merges some doc-
uments of different categories in the same cluster while
spreading some documents of the same category over several
clusters. At this stage, the news, the TV series, the TV game,
and the movie documents are merged in the same cluster
while the documentary films (except two) are merged with
some soccer documents. We can notice here that the soccer
documents are split in several clusters. By this way, they have
consumed four clusters instead of one.

In Figure 8, we return backward to stage 9 (9 clusters) to
see how videos are spread over clusters. We discover that the
documents have started to be clustered correctly. The only
exception is the TV game, the soccer, and the movie extracts
documents.

The first cluster represented in Figure 8 by the light blue
color contains all the news video documents except three
of them which are put in another cluster. When searching
the reason in the video corpus, we have observed that these
three videos have an acquisition problem. Two of them are
composed of a single frame while the third starts normally
and then record the same frame till the end of the video. This
is a very interesting information since we had no idea about
this abused videos before clustering. This result shows the
possibility of adapting our method to serve as a prefiltering
step of video databases.

Returning to soccer documents, they are distributed
among five clusters as we can see in Figure 8 (brown color
in clusters 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). We also searched the reason in the
video corpus. We have observed that some videos are not
composed of only soccer content. Some of them contain
other content such as interview, movies, comedy series, and
soon. Thus, the obtained distribution over the five clusters
is due to what is recorded with each video. The cluster
number 5 has collected the videos that are only composed
of soccer content. The other clusters contain videos that
are recorded with pregame studio analysis and interviews,
movie, or a comedy series content. The way the nonpurely
soccer videos are clustered depends also on the type of
nonsoccer content the videos contain. For example, the
cluster number three contains the videos recorded with the
pregame analysis interviews while the fourth contains the
soccer game recorded with 15 minutes of a movie and 10
minutes of a French comedy series. The nonsoccer video
contents recorded at the end of the soccer video are not of
short duration. We have noticed that they vary from 10% to
20% of the video document duration. That is why they have
such effect on the clustering process.

The documentary films are in the same cluster except
two documents that are merged with the Stargate TV series
cluster. The first document is a documentary about the
space. In this documentary, most of the shots talk about the

Tv news (Trec2003, Trec2004, Trec2005, France2 news) [1:168]
Soccer [169:188]
Documentary films [189:209]
Stargate tv series [210:233]
French tv game [234:238]
Matrix movie extracts [239:242]
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Figure 7: Hierarchical clustering-6 clusters.

Tv news (Trec2003, Trec2004, Trec2005, France2 news) [1:168]
Soccer [169:188]
Documentary films [189:209]
Stargate tv series [210:233]
French tv game [234:238]
Matrix movie extracts [239:242]
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Figure 8: Hierarchical clustering-9 clusters.

space and are recorded in a studio with space instruments.
This is what we find also in the most of the Stargate TV
series. The second one is composed of scenes filmed in
a studio. The number of scenes with different backgrounds
is limited. It may be similar to Stargate documents in the way
they are produced (studio, number of scenes with different
backgrounds, dark scenes. . .).

The cluster number 2 contains the whole set of TV
series documents. It contains also the two documentary films
mentioned before and the four movie extracts. The fact that
matrix movie extracts are clustered with the Stargate TV
series may be due to two reasons. The first one is the presence
of lights of fire combats (several combat scenes). The second
one is that most of the scenes are filmed in dark places or
during nights.

At this stage, we can also observe that the TV game
documents are split in two clusters. Four of the videos
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are clustered with the news documents and one TV game
remains alone in a cluster. The similarity between the news
video documents and TV game is due to the way they are
produced. In a TV game, you can find the structure of
question/reply which is the core of interviews in the news.
That is why at this stage, these two types are merged in
the same cluster. The TV game document which is clustered
alone is recorded with film-content (not purely a TV game).

The first question that we have asked is why different
clusters were not separated properly at this stage.

To search for the reason, we have returned several stages
backward in the clustering process. We have observed that
TV game documents were in the same cluster and that
they are merged with the news cluster at stage 13. At this
stage, we have observed about seven clusters, each of them
containing one soccer video document. It can be clearly
seen on the similarity matrix that the soccer videos are
not similar between them as the other categories (news,
Startgate series, documentary films, movie extracts). That is
why the algorithm starts to merge video clusters of different
categories before merging the soccer document clusters. The
dissimilarity of soccer video documents is due to the fact
that some of them contain other content (contain parts of
different type).

To avoid such problems, we have proposed a new
extension of the previously defined distance. The idea is to
normalize each distance between two documents D1 and D2
with the sum of distances between D1 and the remaining
documents. In other words, we construct a contextual
distance between the set of videos which takes into account
the distances between the documents and the remaining
documents to be clustered. It is a normalized version of the
previous defined distance between videos, and it is defined as
follows: let D = {Di/i = 1 · · ·n} be the set of documents to
be clustered. The distance d between the documents Di and
Dj is defined as follows:

dn
(
Di,Dj

)
= d

(
Di,Dj

)

∑n
k=1 d(Di,Dk)

, (10)

where d(Di,Dj) is the previously defined distance.
Figure 9 displays the similarity matrix built on the nor-

malized distance between the set of videos. As we can see, the
blocs corresponding to the same category are clearer.

In its turn, Figure 10 shows the result of documents clus-
tering in 6 clusters using the new distance.

By using this normalized version of distance, clusters will
be clearer, and we can observe that the news video documents
are clustered together except for the three videos that we have
mentioned before which contain problems.

The soccer videos are also clustered together except for
three videos that contain video segments of different content.
The first soccer video of one hour duration contains 10
minutes of a movie. The second one of two hours duration
contains twenty minutes of nonsoccer sequence and ten
minutes of a movie. The third video of two hours and twenty
minutes duration contains 10 minutes of a French comedy
series and thirty five minutes of a movie. As we can notice,
these video segments recorded with the soccer documents
are not of short duration as mentioned before. That is why
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Figure 9: Similarity matrix between documents.

Tv news (Trec2003, Trec2004, Trec2005, France2 news) [1:168]
Soccer [169:188]
Documentary films [189:209]
Stargate tv series [210:233]
French tv game [234:238]
Matrix movie extracts [239:242]
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Figure 10: Hierarchical clustering-6 clusters.

the algorithm has put together these documents in the same
cluster.

The documentary films are together in the same cluster
(cluster five) except the document, previously mentioned,
that talks about the space.

The TV series cluster contains also the movie extracts. We
have presented before the possible reasons that may merge
these two video types together.

The fifth cluster contains four of five TV game docu-
ments. The cluster number three has collected the remaining
TV game document (the one containing a movie part)
and three soccer video documents (the ones containing
also movie parts). The TV game document is merged with
these soccer video documents for two reasons: the first is
that they are recorded with the same type of video parts
(movie part). The second reason is that they share the same
structure (green dominant color, explosion on the sound
track, applauses. . .).

For more information, at stage 5 (5 clusters), the TV
game documents are merged with the news documents while
stage 7 shows the same distribution as stage 6 (Figure 9)
except for the soccer videos which are split in three clusters
(2 clusters at stage 6).
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Table 4: F-measure of the clustering—6 clusters.

Clustering results F-measure (%) Misclassified in the class Misclassified out the class

News 99.1% 0 3/168

Soccer 91.9% 0 3/20

TV series 92.33% 4 0/24

Documentary 97.7% 0 1/21

Tv games 88.9% 0 1/5

Movie extracts 0% 0 4/4

Table 4 presents the F-measure of the clustering process
at stage 6. As shown in this table, 230 video documents
are clustered correctly (95.1%). The misclassified videos are,
from our point of view, justified.

Document Clustering Using K-mean. We have also tested the
k-means clustering method in order to see if it can separate
the video types using the defined distance. In this experi-
ment, we have applied the k-means method to cluster the
video collection in six clusters (number of video categories).
The centers of the clusters are chosen randomly. Figures 11
and 12 show that such a method provides poor results.

As a conclusion, we can say that the complete-link
hierarchical algorithm is the best unsupervised classifier used
(among the tested ones) with our proposed normalized
distance to cluster the video documents. It is the most per-
formant one to separate the clusters of the video categories.
Another point that has to be highlighted is that some video
documents are not correctly clustered. This was justified by
the next two problems that are related to the used video
corpus.

The first problem is an acquisition problem. The three
news documents are the examples. They should not be
considered as miss-clustered. Contrarily, they should be
removed from the corpus or at least go through a filtering
step before being used.

The second problem is that some video documents
contain significant video parts of different content (about
15% of the video duration at the beginning or at the end).
This problem occurs when we schedule the recording of
a program to begin automatically based on the program
guide which is not precise. In this case, we are obliged to
schedule the start several minutes before (resp., after) the
announced start (resp., end) in the program guide. Nowa-
days, several works are proposed to correct the electronic
program guides in order to obtain the correct TV programs
boundaries [52–54].

In the next section, the results provided by several super-
vised classification methods are presented.

3.4.2. Supervised Classification. Here we present two groups
of supervised classifiers. In the first group, we have proposed
our own method to train video models and then to compare
video documents with the models. On the other hand, the
second group is composed of a set of well-known classifiers.

Tv news
Soccer game sequences
Documentary films

Tv series
French tv games
Movie extracts
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Figure 11: K-means clustering-6 clusters.

A New Proposed Supervised Method. In this paragraph, we
propose our own supervised method for audiovisual docu-
ment classification. This method consists in creating a video
model for each video category and then assigning each video
document to the nearest model. A model for each video
category is created as follows.

As presented before, each document Di is represented by
a set of TRMs. Let TRMSDi be this set for document Di:

TRMSDi =
{

TRMDi
1, TRMDi

2, . . . , TRMDi
M

}
. (11)

Each TRMSDi
j in the TRMs set is represented by the

vector of number of occurrences of its clusters: TRMSDi
j =

{NRDi
j1, NRDi

j2, . . . , NRDi
jLi j}, where the number of clusters

in a specific TRMSDi
j should be the same in all the TRMSDk

j .
Let Set = {D1,D2, . . . ,DN} be the set of documents used

to train a model M,

M = 1
N

N∑

i=1

Di, (12)
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where the sum of the two documents Di and Dj is defined as
follows:

Di + Dj =
{

TRMDi
1 + TRMD

j
1, TRMDi

2

+TRMD
j
2, . . . , TRMDi

M + TRMD
j
M

}
,

TRMDi
k + TRMD

j
k =

1
2
∗
{

NRDi
k1 + NRD

j
k1, NRDi

k2

+NRD
j
k2, NRDi

kLki+NRD
j
kLk j

}
.

(13)

To train the models, we have chosen randomly ten per-
cent (10%) of the video documents in the corpus. Some
document categories in the corpus do not contain a large
number of videos such as the movie extracts (4 documents)
and TV game (5 documents). To avoid this problem in the
test step, we decided to train the models on a part of the
video categories (10%) that are chosen randomly and then
to test the models using the whole video corpus (including
the 10% used for training). We have iterated the training and
testing process ten times. At the end of the iterations, each
video is assigned to the frequently associated model during
the ten iterations. Figure 13 shows the obtained results. Three
of the news videos are misclassified. These are the previously
mentioned videos that contain the acquisition problem.
Two soccer videos that contain significant nonsoccer video
content are misclassified in the documentary and TV game
classes. There is also a TV game video (three documentary
films, resp.) misclassified in the TV series class (film extracts
class, resp.).

Table 5 shows the F-measure of the proposed method. It
also shows the number of video documents of different types
that are presented in the cluster (Column 4 and the video
documents misclassified in other clusters (column 5) over
the total number of documents of this type. As a conclusion,
we can see that in total, 231 video documents (95.5%) are
clustered correctly.

Well-Known Supervised Classifiers. In the literature, several
supervised classification methods exist. In this paragraph, we
select the most well-known ones in order to test our video
representation for clustering (SVM, CN2 rules, random
forest, classification tree, C4.5, KNN, naı̈ve Bayes). Our
experiments have been done using the Orange data mining
software (Orange). As mentioned before, our aim is not
to compare the results of the classifiers. In contrast, these
experiments show that for most of the well-known classifiers,
we obtain good results which put light on the effectiveness
of our video representation (representation of the structure
and the content). Moreover, the obtained results are close
to the ones obtained by applying our proposed supervised-
classification method.

In these experiments, we have chosen to represent each
TRM in each video by one value. In other words, we have
chosen to set the number of clusters in each TRM to one.
These experiments show that even if we consider only the
number of votes in the TRM without any classification, this
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Figure 12: K-means clustering-7 clusters.
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Figure 13: supervised clustering-6 classes.

representation (one value per TRM) has no significant effect
on the video classification.

Using the above representation, each video will be rep-
resented by a vector of 253 entries, where each entry counts
the number of observed relations (points in the 3D space) in
a TRM. Different sampling methods have been also applied
(cross-validation, random splitting, leave one out, test on
train data).

Three-Folds Cross-Validation Sampling Method. Table 6
shows the F-measure of the supervised classification using
a three-folds cross-validation sampling method. The cross-
validation method splits the data into the given number of
folds (here equals to 3). The algorithm is tested by holding
out the examples from one fold at a time; the model is
induced from the other folds, and the examples from the held
out fold are classified.
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Table 5: F-measure of the proposed supervised method.

10% models training F-measure (%) Misclassified in the class Misclassified out the class

News 99.1% 0 3/168

Soccer 94.8% 0 2/20

TV series 91.32% 1 3/24

Documentary 95.45% 2 0/21

Tv games 80% 1 1/5

Movie extracts 61.6% 5 0/4

Table 6: Three-folds cross-validation sampling method—F-measure.

Cross-validation: 3- folds
F-measure (%)

News Soccer TV series Documentary TV games Movie extracts

Random forest 98.23 100 86.96 100 61.54 40

C4.5 96.68 82.05 76.6 93.33 57.14 50

Classification tree 97.9 81.08 82.35 97.67 72.73 22.22

SVM 99.40 94.74 82.35 84.45 88.89 40

CN2 rules 96.83 88.89 84.45 95.45 33.33 66.67

KNN 99.7 94.74 92.30 90.48 88.89 75

Naı̈ve bayes 98.49 97.44 93.33 89.36 88.89 61.53

Table 7 presents the ratio of well- and misclassified num-
ber of video documents for the whole video corpus.

Random Sampling Method. The second sampling method
tested to select the documents used to train the models is the
random sampling method. This method randomly splits the
data onto the training and testing set in the given proportion
(here 50:50). The whole procedure is repeated several times
(5 times in this experiment) to show the stability of the
classification even if we change the documents used to train
the models.

Table 8 shows the F-measure of the classification using
the same set of classifiers.

The number of videos classified correctly (misclassified,
resp.) is presented in Table 9. The table also contains the
ratio of the number of videos classified correctly over the
number of video documents in the corpus. As we have
mentioned before, the train-test process is repeated five
times. For these reasons, the number of videos classified
correctly (misclassified, resp.) measure the average number
of videos over the five iterations.

Training and Testing on the Same Video Set. The third sam-
pling method used is the “test on train data”. In this method,
the whole set of video documents are used to train the
models and then to test the classification. Table 10 shows the
F-measure of the classification.

The classifiers have classified correctly all the video doc-
uments except the naı̈ve Bayes which has classified correctly
96.7% of the video corpus.

Leave-One-Out SamplingMethod. The last sampling method
tested is the “leave-one-out”. The leave-one-out is similar to

the cross-validation sampling method, but it holds out one
document at a time, inducing the model from all others
and then classifying the held out one. Table 11 shows the F-
measure of the classification while Table 12 presents the ratio
of number of video documents classified correctly over the
number of video documents in the video corpus.

3.4.3. Discussion: Clustering and Classification. We have pre-
viously proposed a novel video content representation
method, while in this paper we aimed at using this method
in studying approaches for video clustering (nonsuper-
vised) and classification (supervised). In the nonsupervised
approach, we have defined a novel distance between video
documents that is used in the hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm. In the second approach, we have proposed a new
supervised method for video classification that is based
on the previously defined distance. Additionally, we have
tested a set of well-known supervised classifiers, in order to
prove the efficiency of our video representation proposal.
As shown in the experiments, most of the video documents
are clustered and classified correctly. Some video documents
have abused the video corpus and their miss-classification
was justified by the fact that they contain encoding problems
(especially the three news videos) or contain segments of
different types.

Two key issues lead to the success of the data classification
(and clustering). The first is the data representation. All the
experiments done have shown the efficiency of the proposed
video representation (applied here for categorization). Most
of the video documents are well categorized.

The second key issue is the method used for clus-
tering (nonsupervised) or classification (supervised). The
proposed distance for video clustering provides good results
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Table 7: Ratio of well-classified video documents over the whole video documents.

Cross-validation Well classified Misclassified Ratio

Random forest 234 8 96.7%

C4.5 223 19 92.1%

Classification tree 225 17 93%

SVM 232 10 95.9%

CN2 rules 228 15 94.2%

KNN 235 7 97.1%

Naı̈ve Bayes 232 10 95.9%

Table 8: Random sampling method—F-measure.

50% sampling
F-measure (%)

News Soccer TV series Documentary TV games Movie extracts

Random forest 96.52 89 88.33 95.15 23.53 77.78

C4.5 95.65 92.5 80 97.08 22.22 82.35

Classification tree 95.97 66 85 89.09 41.38 33.33

SVM 98.93 93.75 95 83.14 60.87 42.10

CN2 rules 96 86.32 77.5 85.22 44.45 25

KNN 98.9 93.75 89.76 88.42 84.6 78.76

Naı̈ve Bayes 99.03 94.95 93.02 97.03 85.72 94.74

Table 9: Ratio of well-classified video documents over the whole video documents.

50% sampling Well classified Misclassified Ratio

Random forest 234.4 7.6 96.8%

C4.5 230.4 11.6 95.2%

Classification tree 230.6 11.4 95.3%

SVM 236 6 97.5%

CN2 rules 233.4 8,6 96.4%

KNN 237.2 4.8 98%

Naı̈ve Bayes 239 3 98.8%

Table 10: Test on train data—F-measure.

Test on train data
F-measure (%)

News Soccer TV series Documentary TV games Movie extracts

Random forest 100 100 100 100 100 100

C4.5 100 100 100 100 100 100

Classification tree 100 100 100 100 100 100

SVM 100 100 100 100 100 100

CN2 rules 100 100 100 100 100 100

KNN 100 100 100 100 100 100

Naı̈ve Bayes 98.48 100 100 93.33 90.89 66.67

Table 11: Held one out—F-measure.

Held one out
Precision (%)

News Soccer TV series Documentary TV games Movie extracts

Random forest 97.66 91.9 81.63 97.67 75 40

C4.5 96.8 95 72.34 95.45 44.45 50

Classification tree 96.16 76.5 75 93.34 20 50

SVM 98.8 94.74 88.89 81.63 80 75

CN2 rules 96.8 97.43 88.89 100 33.34 85.71

KNN 99.4 94.74 90.56 89.47 88.89 75

Naı̈ve Bayes 98.18 92.31 93.34 91.30 80 57.14
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Table 12: Ratio of well-classified video documents over the whole video documents.

Leave one out Well classified Misclassified Ratio

Random forest 229 13 94.6%

C4.5 221 21 91.3%

Classification tree 218 24 90%

SVM 230 12 95%

CN2 rules 231 11 95.5%

KNN 234 8 96.7%

Naı̈ve Bayes 230 12 95%

Table 13: Summary of the results.

Categorization in 6-clusters Nonsupervised Supervised

Classifiers/Sampling method — Random sampling Cross-validation Test on train Held one out

Nonsupervised (proposed) 95.1% — — — —

Supervised (proposed) — 95.5% — — —

Random forest — 96.8% 96.7% 100% 94.6%

C4.5 — 95.2% 92.1% 100% 91.3%

Classification tree — 95.3% 93% 100% 90%

SVM — 97.5% 95.9% 100% 95%

CN2 rules — 96.4% 94.2% 100% 95.5%

KNN — 98% 97.1% 100% 96.7%

Naı̈ve Bayes — 98.8% 95.9% 96.7% 95%

(more than 95% are correctly clustered). We have also used
this distance in our proposed supervised algorithm and
it gave good results as it could correctly separate more
than 95% of the classes. These results are very close to
the results provided by the well-known classifiers (random
forest, SVM. . .). The obtained results are summarized in
Table 13.

We should emphasize here that the proposed video rep-
resentation is independent from the video categories. More-
over, we should remind that our method takes as input
several available segmentations. This set of segmentations
may not be the most pertinent one for video classification.
We have used a set of available segmentations provided by
some tools in our research team. Future works will study
the effect of the features on the classification. Finally, we
can see that our classification and clustering methods can be
considered as an independent method from any preknown
information (except models training in the classification
methods).

4. Conclusion and FutureWorks

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach for video
classification that bases on the analysis of the temporal rela-
tionships between the basic events in audiovisual documents.
We have based on some basic segmentation results in order to
propose our new representation method called the Temporal
Relation Matrix (TRM). We have shown that interesting
clues on document content could be brought to the fore by
a detailed analysis of those matrices and their classification in
several classes. The proposed technique is applied on video

analysis and clustering. For video document analysis, clues
about the content may be inferred by clustering the data
in the TRMs and composing clusters from different TRMs.
Based on the frequencies of the clusters in each TRM, we
have proposed a similarity distance that is computed from
a set of information resulting from the temporal analysis
of audiovisual document content. Then, after defining our
similarity measure, we described the set of audiovisual
documents we have used in our experiments. Our purpose
was to address the problem of video documents classification
(supervised and unsupervised). Three different approaches
have been studied. The first one computes the similarity
between all the possible pairs of documents, the results of
which are stored in a similarity matrix and can be easily
visualized for further analysis. The second one applies an
iterative and hierarchical clustering method to cluster the
two most similar clusters at each stage. The third approach
is based on a proposed supervised method and a set of well-
known classifiers. In each case, results are presented and
commented on.

Our future work will focus firstly on the use of a bigger
video corpus that contains more video categories to test
our approaches. We will also integrate in the system more
features and study their effect on the classification. The study
of the relevance of features will allow us to select and/or
propose a weighted distance (finding the values of α and β).
This work will be completed by the study of the effect of
replacing Allen’s relations by relation classified automatically
in each TRM on the classification. We will also focus in the
near future work on the detection of video documents that
contain some problems (i.e., acquisition problems).
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A challenging future issue will be to propose a method
that classifies a new document that does not belong to the
initial set of documents in use. A set of documents may be
processed using our similarity measure, and a hierarchical
clustering method. Then, this clustering result can be used to
model each cluster for example through similarity mean and
standard deviation if a Gaussian modeling is chosen. We can
also use our proposed method to create models for induced
clusters or even use one of the previously used learners. Then
any new document will be compared with each model and
bound to the most likely one. This is one of the clustering
approaches we will explore very soon.

One of the interests of our method as well as its generic
aspect is also the data mining approach to which it may
be related. On the basis of temporal relations that can
easily be extracted from any document, and between any
basic features, our approach makes events emerge from the
available data (audiovisual documents). These events can be
associated with high-level information which characterize
the document content and structure. Then, automatic clus-
tering of large document sets, regarding the document struc-
ture similarity, can be applied on the revealed information,
without using any a priori knowledge about the document.
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